
Yukon® Safety Eyewear
The Yukon® features a contemporary wrap-around style. It provides increased
angular coverage and improved peripheral vision. Molded-in brow guard and
vented side shields give additional protection. Available in both hard-coated for
scratch resistance, uncoated for extra cost savings and XL sizes for over the glass.
FE5000EA – C Clear

Eyewear Cleaning Wipes
Keep your safety and prescription glasses,
faceshields and computer screens clean with these
oversized (5"x8"), individually packed, pre-
moistened wipes. The anti-fog, anti-static,
silicone-free formula cuts through sweat, grease,
dirt and grime. Excellent on glass or
polycarbonate lenses. Dispenser box can be wall
mounted.

FE0001BX – Box of 100 Wipes
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Face Shield – Positive Lock Headgear
This lightweight face shield features an 8"x12"x 0.04" PETG plastic window. Positive
Lock headgear has two snap-in straps that adjust independently to ensure a tight fit.
Yellow, high-impact plastic single crown. Compliance: EPA 40 CFR 170 for chemical
splash eye protection. Meets ANSI Z87.1-1989 and CAN/CSA-Z94.3-92.

Safety Goggles - Direct Vent
Use this great quality goggle for protection against dust
and flying debris in landscaping, agricultural, harvest and
general maintenance applications. Made from soft, green
PVC with a clear polycarbonate lens and elastic headband.
Fits conveniently over most prescription eyewear. Meets
ANSI Z87.1 specifications.
FE1903EA

Standard Goggles
Chemical Splash - Indirect Vent
Our goggles provide a wide, unobstructed field of
vision and can be worn with most half-mask
respirators. The transparent protective PVC body
permits a comfortable fit over prescription eyewear
while protecting against impact. Available in
vented, perforated, and ventless styles. Rubber
Strap Clear AF Lens Goggle straps contain No
Latex.

FE1900EA

Standard Goggles Ventless
Our goggles provide a wide, unobstructed field
of vision and can be worn with most half-mask
respirators. The transparent protective PVC body
permits a comfortable fit over prescription eyewear
while protecting against impact. Available in vented,
perforated, and ventless styles. Rubber Strap, Clear
Anti-Fog Lens Goggle straps contain No Latex.

FE2020EA

Portable Eyewash System
This portable eyewash provides a steady water flow and first aid relief virtually anywhere. Easier to transport with its 9.0
gallon capacity, it delivers a full 15 minutes of flushing time with 0.4 gallons/minute and meets full compliance to ANSI
Z358.1 2004. New design allows entire contents to be utilized for 15 minute flushing requirement, allowing the unit to be
made smaller and more portable. Constructed of FDA high-density polyethylene material. Wide cap for easy filling, cleaning
and inspection. Eyewash is activated by pulling down lever, which protects outlet nozzles when not in use. Hangs on bracket
that easily bolts to a wall or on vehicle (bracket included). Made in USA. Eye solution sold separately.

FE2500EA
FE9082 4 per box - 5 oz. eye solution

Eyewash Belt Pack
Keep an easy access to eyewash for emergencies – until you can get to an eyewash station!
Ideal for backpack sprayer operators and chemical handlers when immediate access to
eyewash is crucial. 16 oz. bottle of sterile, buffered, isotonic eyewash solution is safety
sealed and dated. Vinyl-coated nylon holster has a Velcro closure and loop for adjustable
belt (included). Belt has attached elastic band for carrying gloves, goggles or other
personal protective equipment alongside. Compliance: EPA 40 CFR 170. Meets EPA’s
"Immediately Accessible" requirement for pesticide handlers.

The complete line of Haws products is available - Call for more information and to order.
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